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 "honour) for a freckled wee Scotchman " (pp. 77-9). Of these and kindred Kabyle folk,

 of their beauitifut highlands, of the coutntless relies of bygone modes of life which strike
 the eye there at every turn, and of the quaint trivialities of cross-country travel,

 Mr. Wilkin lhas mueh to tell, and tells it in an easy animated fashion which makes his
 book seem at first reading less full of matter than it really is. We could wish, neverthe-
 less, even so, that he had sometimes taken hiis public a shade more seriously ; word
 pictures like that of the Cliawia potter and weaver (pp. 128-130) have a way of sticking
 in the memory which makes us wish there were more of them. The illustrations, from

 the author's own photographs, are admirable, and add greatly to the attractiveness of the
 book.

 The joint work, entitled Libkyan NArotes, contains a more detailed discussion of the
 problems which suggested the journiey. Ever since Professor Flinders Petrie's announce-
 menit of a "New Race" in Egypt, the question of the race-relationl of the Nile Valley
 to the rest of North Africa has entered a new phase, and the view has been widely held,
 with more or less modification in detail, first, that the course of the primitive civilisation
 of Egypt was largely influenccd, if not determined, by that of ancient Libya immediately

 to the westward ; and, secondly, that to account for this cultural influence a strong
 "Libyan " element must be presumed in the composition of the Egyptian people.

 In regard to the first point, subsequent excavations in Egypt, in which Mr. Randall-
 Maclver himself has had some share, have resulted in the elaboration of an unrivalled

 sequence-series of prehistoric pottery, so typical of the character of the material civilisa-
 tion as a whole, that it is to the ceramic industries of Libya that one instinctively turns
 for the crucial counterpart ; while by great good luck the Algerian journey resulted
 in the collection not only of a number of fine specimens of the commoner styles of the
 well known " Kabyle pottery," but also of examples of several local fabrics which
 hardly go abroad at all ; and, best of all, of precise observations of the localities and
 of the processes and materials which are employed. On this collection, which attracted
 much attention when it was exhibited at the Anthropological Institute last summer, and
 which is now to be seen in the Pitt-Rivers Museum in Oxford, the authors have founded
 a careful comparison of Berber and proto-Egyptian pottery, aud come to the guarded
 conclusion that while soine of the simpler fabrics are common to the two civilisations,
 and have persisted almost unchanged in Kabylia and the Aures mouniitains down to
 the present day, others are either peculiar to Egypt or can be shown to have been
 derived by Egypt from non-Libyan sources. Of the non-Egyptian elements in the
 Kabvle and Chawia styles, on the other hand, some of the most distinctive are certainly
 of later introduction (probably from Cyprus, via Carthage), leaving, only a small
 remainder to be attributed to a hypothetical Iberian origin; so that, on the whole,
 Egypt seems rather to have dominated Libya in early times than vice versa. These
 arguments, of which only the briefest outline is permissible here, are worked out with
 great detail and full illustration, and, on the evidence which is available at present,

 may be accepted with confidence. Only three important points are very slightly dealt

 with: first, hardly anything is said of the native naynes of the processes or of the
 elements of the ornamentation, though a good many Berber terms are given in other
 sections of the book; second, no analysis is attenmpted of these same ornamental designs,
 nor is the very suggestive inference as to the importation of Cypriote motives in Grreco-
 Pheenician times worked out, as it deserves, in comparison with the Carthaginian and
 Cvpriote repertoires; third, no mention is made of the remarkable series of parallels,
 both of form and ornament, which is stupplied by the Early Bronze Age pottery of
 Sicily. None of these omissions, however, affect the validity of the maini inference

 as to the relation of the Libyan fabrics to the proto-Egyptian ; the first would hiave
 confirmatory valuie only ; the other two bear rather on the origin of the later and
 non-Egyptian elements in Kabyle art.
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 Turning now to the question of community of race, the authors have a sufficiently
 decisive answer. Neither the skull measurements, nor the head measurements of living
 Kabyle and Cha,wia individuals, afford the smallest support to the theory of a Libyan
 element in the earlv population of Egypt. Taking the evidence of the cephalic index as
 typical of the rest, "the difference between 742 " [the lowest Berber figure] " and 721
 (rather, probably, 712) " [tlie figures for skulls from Abydos and Hou respectively] " is
 " too great to be explained away. . . . The cephalic index, then, absolutely forbids
 " any idenitification of the prehistoric Egyptians with the Berbers" (p. 206). Such
 language is precise and explicit, but it is based on a large induction (as such series
 go), and is quite borne out by the evidence, which is discussed and tabulated in an
 original and effective fashion, a,nd illustrated by a la,rge number of photographs of
 individuals ; special note being due to the ingenious and uncanny " vault views " in
 Plate XXV.

 It must not be supposed, however, that the whole of these Libyan Notes are
 devoted to pot fabrics and anthropometry, or even to subsidiary arguments from history
 or archmologv on the Egypto-Libyan question. Besides an introdtuctory note on the
 literary allusions to the old Libyans, and an excellent summary of recent French
 research on the language and social institutions of the modern Berbers, the book
 contains a valuable account of dolmen-sites at Bou Nouara, IBou Merzong, and Roknia,
 and of a new site at Msila, near Bordj-bou-Areridj, with an analysis of the meagre
 results of excavations up to date, with nurnerous photographs and useful facsimiles
 of the skulls from Roknia, described long ago by General Faidherbe. There
 are also a number of careful descriptions of Kabyle and Chawia architecture, of the
 primitive loom and oil-mill, and of other implements and processes of considerable
 ethnographical importance. J. L. MYRES.

 Biography: Huxley. Mitchell.
 Thomas Henry Huxley: A Sketch of his Life and Work. By P. Chalmers

 Mitchell, M.A. (" Leaders of Science " Series). New York and London.
 Puitmans. 1900. 8vo, pp. xviii, 297. Price 5s.

 This book, written long before the completion of the " Life and Letters," swhich it
 closely followed in order of publication, is an admirable little work of 285 pages,
 embodying a classified account of the life and work of Huxley, with the author's
 impressions of his published writings, and personal narratives largely culled from
 obituary notices and sttudies of the great man by persons with whom he was especially
 familiar. It is divided into 17 chapters, anid gives a well-arranged and succincet
 narrative of the chief incidents in his life, and a correspolnding account of the more
 important mlemoirs, lectures, and addresses which have rendered the nam-e of Huxley
 epoch-marking in science, education, and philosophy. Apropos of passinlg allusion to his
 most intinmate friends and contemporaries who were concernied in the scientific triumphs
 of his time, there are introduced portraits of Darwin, Hooker, and Lyell. Of Huxley
 himself three portraits are given, one at the age of 32; one in later life, the choice of
 which is not altogether the nmost fortunate; and a third, the fam-ious caricature of hiluself
 drawn in 1848 while visiting Australia.

 Of the book it may be said that the portion dealing with Huxley's scientific work
 is admirable. Concise and coinnected in its method, it gives the lay reader an altogether
 excellent notion of the trend of his mind in his triumplhs as an observer and thinker.
 The Tunicate controversy, the great work on the Medusw, the Skull, and on the
 Cephalous Mollusca, are all rendered clear; anid the Man and Ape achievement which
 led to his " Man's Place in Nature" that will ever remain one of his foremnost
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